In the light of the high decoding complexity and large transmission delay caused by the bit rate allocation of Distributed Video Coding (DVC) scheme with feedback channel, this paper proposes an improved bit rate control algorithm without feedback. The algorithm uses the division of macro block to simplify the bit rate allocation, and switches Laplacian parameters in the Correlation Noise Model (CNM) between the block-level and frame-level to adjust rate based on the intensity of motion. The simulation results show that the proposed algorithm can accurately control coding bit rate and transmission delay only at the cost of a small amount of coding complexity, and effectively guarantee the rate-distortion performance of DVC system.
Introduction
Most Distributed video coding (DVC) system allocates the proper bit rate to encode each video frame by using a feedback channel. Although the feedback channel is easy to implement, it will cause a large transmission delay, affect the real-time video transmission. Due to the influence of feedback channel of WZ encoding, some scholars proposed DVC scheme without feedback channel [1] . Ref. [2] predicts side information at the encoder, and then estimates the rate of each bit plane according to the statistical correlation between the side information and the original W frame.
In most DVC systems, whether it is based on the pixel domain or the transform domain, the whole frame is decoded using the same Laplacian parameters. That is clearly not practical. If the macro block's motion is severe, underestimation of bit rate will cause decoding error of W frame; if the macro block's motion is gentle, overestimation of bit rate will reduce the coding efficiency.
This paper proposes a low-complexity rate allocation algorithm without feedback channel. The algorithm uses division of macro block and switches the Laplacian parameter in the correlated noise model between block-level and frame-level to real-time adjust the rate according to the motion intensity of macro block. This algorithm guarantees the low bit rate and high accuracy.
Correlation Noise Model
There is a virtual correlation channel between the source X and the side informationŜ . The Ŝ can be regarded as an original signal (source X) plus the noise. The CNM in DVC can be expressed:
Where ( , ) i j is the coordinate of the pixel.
Laplacian model is more accurate than the Gaussian white noise model [3] .
The residual between W frame and side information SI is regarded as( , ) ( , ) ( ,
, the probability density function is:
Improved Rate Allocation Algorithm for DVC without Feedback Channel
Step 1 The encoder divides the image block into fast motion model and slow motion model by using macro block partition [5] , which is based on the Sum of Absolute Difference (SAD) criteria. Step 2 To calculate the correlation between the original frame W and the side information, and to ensure the low complexity of encoder in DVC system, the encoder uses a rapid prediction of side informationˆ S . In this paper, the average value of Step 4 Assuming the C-th coefficient tape is 
is the lower bound of x n which is calculated by first K-k-1 bits:
, based on Bayesian formula, we can calculate: 
The Eq.9 shows that, when , 
, where ∆ is the quantization step.
Then crossover probability between , n k b and ,n k b is:
(10) According to the crossover probability, the error probability can be calculated as:
At last, the minimum amount of information k R needed by decoder to reconstruct the bits can be obtained through 2 2 ( | ) log (1 ) log (1 )
Test results
We use three standard test video Foreman, Coastguard, Mother-daughter (176 × 144, Y: U: V is 4:2:0, 30 fps). Among them, Foreman has severe motion; Coastguard has rich texture detail, and moderate motion intensity; Mother-daughter has slight motion and static background. Experimental conditions are consistent with the experimental conditions in Ref. [4] The experimental data of different video sequences by using this algorithm is shown in Table 1 . these three video sequences are using Wyner-Ziv coding, bit rate error is less than 0.48%, which means that the actual rate is very similar to the target rate which is set in the experiment. Therefore, coding rate allocation algorithm in this paper can accurately allocate the rate in DVC system.
Foreman sequence and Mother-daughter sequence are encoded respectively with this rate allocation algorithm and the rate allocation algorithm [4] and H.264/AVC intra, Fig. 1 shows the rate distortion performance. Fig. 1(a) shows that when under the same encoding rate, this algorithm can improve the PSNR of decoded image by 1~2dB than H.264/AVC intra; this algorithm can also improve the PSNR by 1dB than Ref. [4] . In Fig. 1(b) , this algorithm can improve the PSNR by 1.5 ~ 2.5dB than H.264/AVC intra; this algorithm can improve the PSNR up to 1.4dB than in Ref. [4] .
From Fig. 1 , under the same PSNR, for the Foreman, compared with the Ref. [4] , this algorithm reduces 11%~14% rate; while saving about 17% rate in the Mother-daughter.
(a) Foreman (b) Mother-daughter Fig. 1 Comparision of Rate-distortion performance using different algorithm The reason why our rate allocation algorithm is superior to Ref. [4] is that the Ref. [4] use a frame-level Laplacian parameters F α to estimate virtual channel model, while we real-time adjust the α switched between the frame-level and block-level, making α more suitable for each video residuals, thus the transmission bit rate encoder need to send becomes more precise.
Conclusion
This paper proposes a rate allocation algorithm without feedback channel. We use the division of macro block to improve the efficiency of distributed video coding. When macro block motions gentlely, there is no need to perform the rate estimation algorithm, which is the coefficients of frame W in the decoder are replaced by the coefficients of side information directly without encoded; when macro block motions severely, we control the rate of frame W. Switching Laplacian parameter α between block-level and frame-level in CNM makes α more suitable for the distribution of video residuals, thus the transmission bit rate becomes more precise.
